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ABSTRACT

This thesis demonstrates the high-level modelling and design of oversam
delta-sigma noise shapers for D/A conversion. It presents an overview
study on digital-to-analog converters (DAC) followed by the noise shaper
helps us to understand how to design a noise shaper model and algorit
expressions are presented. The models are verified through high level sim
tions. The usage of models is to reduce the design time and get a good u
standing for fundamental limitations on performance. Instead of ti
consuming circuit-level simulations, we point out the behavioural-level a
algorithmic-level simulations of the noise shaper and the entire system c
prising of interpolation filter, noise shaper followed by pulse amplitude mo
ulation and reconstruction filtering. We have used the delta-sigma modula
to reduce the number of bits representing the digital signal. It is found that
requirement on oversampled DACs are tough. It is emphasised that the de
of an oversampling converter is a filter design problem. There is a la
number of trade-off that can be made between the different building block
the OSDAC.
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INTRODUCTION

During the last few decades, digital signal processing has evolved to a so
ticated level bringing advantages like more robustness, noise-insensiti
reliability and testability, better production yield. Throughout the years th
has been an increase demand for high-speed communications. During th
decades, the Internet and mobile terminal usage has increased dramat
In our part of the world, they are now to a large extent every man’s prope
To bring all above-mentioned merits into real world applications, it is desi
ble to convert digital-domain signals into real-world analog-domain repres
tations and real-world analog signals into digital-domain representatio
This makes a digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital conversion impossibl
avoid or prevent necessity for such systems which require digital sig
processing of the analog signals. Digital processing of audio signals for ce
lar and voice telephony, CD players and cam-coders is an example of dig
to-analog and analog-to-digital converters application, greatly varied
nature with respect to speed, conversion bandwidth and resolution. For e
ple, digital audio needs a resolution of 14-bits with a bandwidth of 20k
while voice signals require a bandwidth of 4kHz[3].
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DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERSION

Digital-to-Analog converters are one of the major blocks of systems wh
require interfacing of digital components to the real-world analog signa
Digital-to-Analog converters transform digital binary representation (inp
word) to a corresponding analog signals to for subsequent analog proces
The analog signal carrier representing the same signal as the digital i
does. An essential issue is that the input is digital, hence discrete time
discrete amplitude. Therefore the signal comprises of truncation noise.

The performance of the DAC can be determined using measure in b
time and frequency domain. The behaviour of errors due to circuit non-id
ities, e.g., distortion and noise, can be of several different types. One can
tinct between static and dynamic properties of the errors. The static prope
are signal-independent (memory-less) and the dynamic properties are si
dependent. A typical static error is the deviation from the wanted straight-
input/output DC transfer characteristics, such as gain error, offset, differen
(DNL) and integral non-linearity (INL), etc. The dynamic errors most
become more obvious and dominating as the signal and clock frequen
increase, whereas the static errors are dominating at lower frequen
Dynamic performance is determined by signal-dependent errors such as
ing, clock feed-through (CFT), gulches, settling errors, etc. One can say
the static errors determine the best-case performance of the converter.

As mentioned above that the purpose of D/A conversion (DAC) is to tra
form the digitial representation (input word) into corresponding analog rep
sentation. This is illustrated by the black box view of the DAC as sho
below in Figure 2.1. The input specified by the N-bit words and the outp
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the analog representation, is typically generated by the pulse-amplitude m
ulation (PAM), where the amplitude level is determined by the digital inp
word.The digital input has a limited amplitude resolution because of the w
length or number of bits.

Figure 2.1 Alternative representations of an Ideal DAC

Due to the discrete-amplitude there will be quantization noise in the o
put. According to the poissions formula, the analog spectrum can be give
the following expression.

(2.1)

WhereT = 1/f, A = F{a(t)} is the signal, andP(jω) = F{p(t)} is the PAM
waveform. For ideal reconstruction-in terms of time domain properties a
not considering the quantization noise, one would require thatp(t) is a sinc
according to

(2.2)

 In the frequency domain this gives an ideal filtering function

(2.3)

which cuts out the desired part of the spectrum. This is of course not p

A jω( ) P jω( ) X e
jωT( )⋅ ……= =

…… P jω( ) 1
T
--- X jω j2πk

T
-------------– 

 

k ∞=

∞
∑⋅=

P t( ) t( )sin
t

-------------- t∀⋅=

P ω( ) F p t( ){ }
1 ω f s π⋅≤

0 ω f s π⋅≤



= =
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sible to realize in practice and one may instead choosep(t) to be rectangular
pulse instead as

(2.4)

The output becomes sample-and-hold (S/H) during one update perio
the frequency domain this corresponds to a sinc as

(2.5)

This implies that the signal will not be completely filtered out at freque
cies abovefs/2. Therefore, a so called image-rejection filter is needed at
output of the DAC in order to attenuate the images. A low-pass filter, a
illustrated in Figure 2.2, is used to do this operation.

Figure 2.2 Image-rejection filter (Low-pass) is used at the output of the DAC
reconstruct the signal.

In Figure 2.3 (left hand side of the figure) we illustrate how the sign
spectrum is repeated and weighted as given by the Poissions formula in E
tion (2.1) for a DAC with sample-and-hold function. The solid line indicat
the desired filtering functions in the frequency domain.The dash-dotted
indicates the characteristics of the sinc function of an ideal LP filter.
Figure 2.3 (right hand side of the figure) we show the signal spectrum a
has been weighted by the sinc function. Within the signal band (in this ca
is from f=0 to f=fs/2) we see that the signal spectrum is attenuated, especi
at higher frequencies.

p t( )
1 0 t T< <

0 else



=

P ω( ) F p t( ){ } ωt( )sin
t

-------------------= =
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Figure 2.3 Output Signal Spectrum with the images at the centre of the update
quency.

2.1 IDEAL TRANSFER FUNCTION

The static, ideal transfer function of a DAC is given by a mapping of a
of input codes on a set of output amplitude levels. This is illustrated for a
ear DAC in Figure 2.4. Depending on the DAC architecture the choice of
code set varies. In the static case the output amplitude (current, voltage
of the DAC can be written as

(2.6)

wherewm is the corresponding weight for themth bit bm, and theM is the
number of bits. The output amplitude is generated by the weighting the in
bits, where the weights are implemented with analog components. The i
code is as follows:

(2.7)

wherebM is referred as the most significant bit (MSB) andb1 as the least

Aout wmbm
m 1=

M

∑=

X bM bM 1– …………b1, ,( )=
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e-
significant bit (LSB). It becomes quite clear that for binary code, withM=N
bits, we have2N different codes.

Figure 2.4 Output amplitude levels as functions of the input digital codes.

The set of output amplitude levels is given by

(2.8)

where∆ is the amplitude level corresponding to one of the LSB. Som
times we can refer to this amplitude level as simply “one LSB”.The full scale
output amplitude is given byFS = Amax- Amin. The output LSB step compared
to the full-scale output is referred to as the converters resolution.

(2.9)

The resolution can also be expressed in bits as

(2.10)

and with a binary code, we have

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

DAC DC transfer characteristics

O
ut

pu
t a

m
pl

itu
de

 le
ve

l

Input value

Amin Amin ∆+ ……… Amax ∆– Amax, , , ,

R
FS
∆-------=

R 10
FS
∆------- 

 log=
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2.2 OVERSAMPLING D/A CONVERTERS

The oversampling D/A converter (OSDAC) is typically used when high lin
arity is preferred over high bandwidth. OSDAC’s are traditionally used
high resolution medium-to-low speed applications such as high quality dig
audio since the bandwidth is relatively low and high linearity is required.T
major reasons for their popularity include the following reasons.

1) Oversampling converters relax the requirement placed on the an
circuitry at the expense of more complicated digital circuitry. Henc
analog components have reduced requirements on matching tolera
and amplifier gains. Therefore, one can avoid many of the ana
errors.

2) Oversampling converters simplify the requirements place on the an
anti-aliasing filters for ADC and reconstruction filters for DAC.

As mentioned above that in order to reduce the design effort on the an
filters, we use interpolation filters to increase the update frequency comp
to the signal frequency. The complexity of the digital circuits preceding DA
is increased, giving rise to higher power dissipation and increased chip a
However, this can be worth the effort, since it simplifies the required ana
circuitry. In Figure 2.5 we show the oversampled D/A converter.

Figure 2.5 Oversampled D/A converter.

Let us consider the signal y(n) in the above Figure 2.5 to illustrate
principle we use again the spectra in Figure 2.6 The spectrum ofy(n) is then
as shown in Figure 2.6(a). The first step in an oversampled D/A converte

R 10
2

N∆
∆-----------log=

My(n) H(z) Ha(s)D/A
y1(m) x1(m)

Mfsfs = 1/T Mfs

xr(t)
x2(t)
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interpolation by a factor ofM. This results in the sequencex1(m)whose spec-
trum is shown in Figure 2.6(c). We see that this sequence has the same
trum as x1(m) in the oversampled. In other words, it corresponds to t
information oversampled by a factor ofM. In the next step, reconstruction is
performed through a D/A converter followed by a reconstruction filter. T
D/A converter works at the higher sampling frequencyMfs. Ideally,
Q(jω)Ha(jω) andHa(jω) are as shown in Figure 2.6 (d) and (e), respective
We see that the stopband edge of the analog reconstruction filter must s

(2.12)

By increasingM, we thus relax the requirements on the filter since a wid
transition band is then allowed.

As analog reconstruction filter, one can then use a conventional lowp
filter with (approximately) constant gain in both the passband and stopb
In that way, the requirements on this filter are further relaxed. Instead,
requirements on the digital filter has become more stringent, but digital fil
can be implemented with arbitrarily high precision.

ωas 2πM f s π f s–<
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Figure 2.6 Spectrum in an oversampled D/A converter.
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2.3 OVERSAMPLING WITHOUT NOISE SHAPING

In this section, we will discuss the advantage of sampling at higher than
Nyquist rate. We will eventually see that the extra dynamic an extra dyna
range can be obtained by spreading the quantization noise power over a l
frequency range. Also we will see that the increase in dynamic range is on
dB for every doubling of the sample rate. In order to obtain much high
dynamic-range improvements as the sampling rate is increased. We beg
modelling a quantizer as adding quantization errore(n),as shown in Figure
2.7. The output signal,y(n) is equal to the closest quantized value ofx(n).The
quantization error is the difference between the input and output values.
model is exact if one recognizes that the quantization error is not an in
pendent signal but may be strongly related to the input signal,x(n).

Figure 2.7 Quantizer and its linear model.

2.3.1 WHITE NOISE ASSUMPTION

If x(n) is very active,e(n) can be approximated as an independent rand
number uniformly distributed between+-∆/2, where∆ equals the difference
between two adjacent quantization levels. Thus, the quantization noise p
equals∆2/12 and is independent from the sampling frequency, fs. Αlso the
power spectral density of noisee(n), Pe(f) is white (i.e., a constant over fre-
quency) and all its power is within+-fs/2. Assuming white quantization
noise, the power spectral density is calculated by noting that the total n
power is∆2/12 and, equals signals power spectral density within +-fs/2. Math-
ematically it can be written as follows:
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wherekx is equivalent to

(2.14)

2.4 OVERSAMPLING ADVANTAGE

Oversampling occurs when the signals of interest are bandlimited tof0 and
the sample rate is atfs, wherefs > 2f0. We define the oversampling ratio, OSR
as

(2.15)

After quantization, the signal of interest are all belowf0, y1(n) is filtered by
H(f) to create the signaly2(n), as shown in Figure 2.8. This filter eliminate
the quantization noise (together with any other signals) greater thanf0.

If we assume the input signal to be to be a sinusoidal wave, its maxim
peak value without clipping is at2N(∆/2). For this maximum sinusoidal wave
the signal power,Ps, has a power equal to

(2.16)

The power of the input signal withiny2(n) remains the same as befor
since we assumed that the signal’s frequency content is belowf0. However,
the quantization noise power is reduced to

(2.17)

Pe x( )
f s
2

------

f s
2

------

∫ kx
2

fd
f s
2

------–

f s
2

------

∫ kx f s
∆2

12
------= = =

kx
∆
12

---------- 
  1

f s
------=
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f s

2 f 0
----------=
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∆2

N

2 2
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∆2
2
2N
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Figure 2.8 (a) A possible oversampling system without noise shaping. (b) The br
wall response of the filter to remove much of the quantization noise.

Therefore, doubling OSR (i.e., sampling twice the rate) decreases
quantization noise power by one-half or, equivalently, 3 dB (or equivalen
0.5 bits).

We can calculate the maximum SNR (in dB) to be the ratio between
ratio of maximum sinusodial power to the quantization noise in the sig
y2(n). From Equations (2.16) and Equations (2.17), we have

(2.18)

which is equal to

(2.19)

The fisrt term is the SNR due to N-bit quantizer while the OSR term is
SNR enhancement obtained from oversampling. Here one can see that
sampling gives a SNR improvement of 3 dB/octave or, equivalently, 0.5 b
octave. The reason for this SNR improvement through the use of overs
pling is that when quantized samples are averaged together, the signal
linearly, whereas the noise power adds as the square root of the su
squares.

SNR 10
Ps
Pe
------

 
 
 

log 10
3
2
---2

2N
 
 log 10 OSR( )log+= =

SNR 6.02N 1.76 10 OSR( )log+ +=
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2.5 NOISE SHAPING MODULATORS

The modulator is designed to perform filtering functions. In the simpl
case, the input signal should be low-pass filtered through the modulator.
larger quantization noise power that is introduced by the modulator shoul
high pass filtered. In some designs, all-pass filters and or bandpass filter
being used. A general noise shaped delta-sigma modulator and its li
model is shown in the Figure 2.9. The linear model shown in the figure ab
is having two independent inputs (which is an approximation), we will der
a signal transfer function (STF) and noise transfer function (NTF).

Figure 2.9 A modulator and its linear model: (a) a general delta-sigma modul
(interpolator structure); (b) linear model of the modulator showing injecting qua
zation noise.

(2.20)

(2.21)

It is quite important to note that the zeros of the noise transfer functi
(NTF), will be equal to poles of the H(z). In other words, when H(z) goes
infinity, one can see from the Equation (2.14) that NTF(z) goes to zero.
can also write the output signal as the combination of the input signal and
noise signal, with each being filtered by the corresponding transfer funct
In frequency domain, we have

STF z( ) Y z( )
U z( )------------

H z( )
1 H z( )+
----------------------= =

NTF z( ) Y z( )
E z( )-----------

1
1 H z( )+
----------------------= =
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In order to shape the quantization noise, we can choose H(z) in a way
its magnitude is large from 0 to Fs (i.e over frequency band of interest). With
this choice the signal transfer function (STF) will be unity in frequency ba
of interest. The noise transfer function will be equal will be approximate
zero over the same band. Thus, the quantization noise is reduced over th
quency band of interest and the signal is not affected at all. The high
quency noise is not reduced by the feedback as there is a little loop ga
high frequencies. However, the analog fltering can remove the out-of-b
quantization noise with very less effect on the desired signal.

2.5.1 FIRST-ORDER NOISE SHAPING

In order to realize first order noise shaping, the noise transfer funct
NTF(z) should have a zero at dc (i.e., z = 1) do that the quantization nois
high-pass filtered. Since the zeros of the noise transfer function NTF(z)
equal to the poles of H(z), we obtain first order noise shaping by letting H
be a discrete time integrator (i.e., have a pole at z = 1).Specifically,

(2.23)

A block diagram for such a choice is shown in Figure 2.10.

Figure 2.10 A first-order noise shaped interpolative modulator.

TIME DOMAIN VIEW

From a time-domain view, if the feedback is operating correctly and
system is stable, then the signal x(n) is bounded.Also the integrator has
nite dc gain, the average value of the integrator’s input must be exa
zero.This implies that the average value (i.e., dc value) of y(n).

Y z( ) STF Z( ) U z( ) NTF z( ) E z( )+=

H z( ) z
z 1–
-----------=
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Also if one considers the frequency-domain view, the signal transfer fu
tion (STF) is given by

(2.24)

and the noise transfer function (NTF) is given by

(2.25)

one can see that the signal transfer function is simply a delay, while n
transfer function is a discrete time differentiator (i.e., a high pass filter.).
order to find the magnitude of the noise transfer function, |NTF(f)|, we let
ejωt = ej2πf/f

sand end up with the following equation.

(2.26)

Taking the magnitude of both sides, we have the high-pass function

(2.27)

Now the quantization noise power overt the frequency band from 0 to f0 is
given by

(2.28)
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and making the approximations that f0 << fs (i.e., OSR >> 1), so that we
can approximate sin((πf)/f s) to be(πf)/f s, we have

(2.29)

Assuming the maximum signal power is the same as that obtained be
in Equation (2.16), the maximum SNR for this case can be given by

(2.30)

 or equivalently,

(2.31)

From the above equations, its quite evident that doubling the OSR give
improvement for a first order modulator of 9 dB or, equivalently a gain of 1
bits/octave. This result can be compared to the 0.5 bits/octave when no n
shaping is used.

2.5.2 SECOND-ORDER NOISE SHAPING

The modulator shown in Figure 2.11 realizes second order noise-sha
(i.e., the noise transfer function, NTF(z) is a second order high-pass fu
tion). For this modulator, the signal transfer is given by

(2.32)

Figure 2.11 Second-orderΣ∆ modulator
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and the noise transfer function is given by

(2.33)

Also the magnitude of the transfer function can be given by

(2.34)

resulting in the quantization noise power over the frequency band of in
est is given by

(2.35)

Also if we again assume that signal power is obtained by the equa
(signal power equation)

(2.36)

or equivalently

(2.37)

One interesting point to note here is that doubling the OSR improves
SNR for a second order modulator by 15 dB or equivalently, a gain of
bits/octave.
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Figure 2.12 Simulated power spectral density for 1st, 2nd, 3rd - order modulator.

In Figure 2.12, the power spectral density (PSD) for the 1st, 2nd, 3rd order
modulators are shown. We see that for lower frequencies the attenuatio
the noise is higher for higher modulators orders. There is a breakpoint w
all modulators have equal attenuation. This is at the normalized frequencπ/
3, or at the normalized frequency 1/6. Typically OSR should be high eno
to guarantee that the signal is at lower frequencies than this breakp
Depending on number of bits in the output of the modulator they can
divided into multi-bit or single-bit modulators. For one-bit modulator (o
lower bit) we have to be careful with the design of filtering functions. Sin
the gain in the feedback loop is high, the modulator becomes sensitive to
bility issues. Especially, for higher-order, lower-bit modulators, we ne
poles and zeros (zi not equal to 1) to control the cut-off frequency of the NT
as well as the gain of the feedback.

The modulators are also referred to as sigma-delta modulators,Σ∆ sym-
bol, since they accumulate (summation-sigma) and difference signal (d
that is fed back.
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2.6 GAIN IN RESOLUTION USING INTERPOLATION

The interpolation process “compresses” the signal spectrum and the s
and quantization noise power is kept constant within the frequency ra
from DC to fN. The quantization noise is determined by the resolution at
input of the interpolator, hence the data word length. However, now we
utilize the extra frequency range that we gained from the interpolation.
have that the resolution of the input to the interpolator isN bits. The SNR
within the Nyquist range for both the input and output of the interpolator
given by

Figure 2.13 Interpolation together with low-resolution DAC where N-M LSB’s a
Discarded.

dB (2.38)

One can use a DAC with a lower nominal resolution, i.e., we throw away
M LSBs. Thereby the signal becomes truncated and there will be a hig
quantization/truncation noise compared to the originalN-bit resolution. The
“new” noise is spread evenly throughout – if it is not too small so that corre
tion and distortion occur – the frequency range from DC up tofO,N. As long as
we can guarantee that the “new” noise power within the original Nyqu
band,fN, is lower than the “old” noise power we do not loose in performanc
The truncation in combination with an ideal LP filter, will function as a pul
amplitude modulation (PAM) of the signal.

Consider the definition of SNR for theM-bit DAC.

SNR 6.02 N⋅ 1.76+=

SNRM 10 10
Ps

Sq
M( ) f( ) f O N,⋅

------------------------------------------log⋅ 10 10
Ps

Sq
M( ) f( ) f N⋅
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f N

f O N,
---------------⋅

 
 
 

log⋅= =

… 10 10
Ps

Sq
M( ) f( ) f N⋅

-----------------------------------log⋅ 10 10
f N

f O N,
---------------log⋅– …= =
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(2.39)

where is the noise power spectral density. If we assume an ideal LP filter
cut-off frequency atfN, we only have to consider the SNR within this fre
quency range, which is expressed by the first term in Equation (2.39). He
we have

dB (2.40)

From Equation (2.40) we can draw the intuitive conclusion that the narro
signal bandwidth compared to the update frequency (higher OSR), the hi
SNR. Equation (2.40) can be written as

dB (2.41)

From Equation (2.39) and Equation (2.40) we find that for each doubling
the OSR, the effective number of bits is increased by half a bit. To guara
that we do not loose in resolution we need to compare Equation(2.41) w
Equation (3.38) and we have

(2.42)

or

(2.43)

For example, if N = 4 and OSR = 32, we can use a 12-bit (11.5-bit) DA
Another advantage of using a smaller bandwidth is the lower sinc attenua
of signal at the passband edge. The attenuation of the signal at the ori
Nyquist frequency is given by

… 10 10
Ps

Sq
M( ) f( ) f N⋅

-----------------------------------log⋅ 10 10 OSR( )dBlog⋅–=

SNR SNRM 10 10OSRlog+=

SNR 6.02 M 1.76 10 10OSRlog+ +=

6.02 M 1.76 10 10OSRlog+ + 6.02 N 1.76+>

M N 10OSRlog
10 4( )log

--------------------------– N 1.66 10OSRlog–ª>
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If, for example, OSR = 16, we have an approximate attenuation of o
0.1 dB.
It becomes obvious from the previous discussion that a high OSR is a g
approach to reach high performance. The advantages are that we may
the analog image-rejection filters significantly, we may use a DAC with
lower nominal resolution, and the sinc attenuation of the signal is low
Notice that the linearity of the DAC must still meet the overall resolutio
requirement specification.
The disadvantages with oversampling are that there is an increased com
ity of digital circuits and the clock frequency, chip area, and power consum
tion is increased. However, since the analog filter has a lower order, it
consume less power and occupy less chip area.

In the graph depicted below a simulated version of achievable effec
number of bits (ENOB) when using a sub-DAC with 5-bit, Figure 2.14 a
8-bit, Figure 2.15 nominal resolution (N = 5 and 8) and where the modulato
order,L, is varied as show in the Figure. The ENOB has been found using
iterative formula in equation (2.26) and hence no approximations are be
made. One can see that there is a clear trade-off between modulator orde
over-sampling ratio.

Asinc f N( ) 10– 10 c
π f N
f O u,
--------------sin

2
log 20– 10 c

π
2
---

OSR
-----------sinlog= =
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ling
Figure 2.14 Simulated ENOB as a function of modulator order and oversamp
ratio for 5-bit output modulator.
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Figure 2.15 Simulated ENOB as a function of modulator order and oversamp
ratio for 8-bit output modulator

For example if one want to reach a 14-bit resolution (i.e., gain 8 bits re
lution), we need a second order modulator and OSR >= 32, or a third o
modulator and OSR >= 16, etc.

One can reach a conclusion that for higher order modulators the achi
ble ENOB will not be as found in the figure, since one has to consider
added poles and zeros to the noise transfer function.
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3
SYSTEM UNDER CONSIDERATION

In this chapter, we discuss the functional description of the system we
considered and derive requirements on each sub-system. The Entire sys
depicted in the Figure 3.1 is partitioned into a set of suitable subsytems
see that one possible partitioning is to divide the system into interpolat
Delta-Sigma noise conversion, digital-to-analog conversion followed by a
log filtering.

Figure 3.1 System under consideration.

During system partitioning, a more complex system, such as that of Fig
3.1 is decomposed into smaller sub-systems. During this process, the ov
requirements are transformed into requirements on the individual subsys
and each subsystem is given a certain amount of design margin. Design
gin can only be given to bound-type requirements. Further, only the varia
independent requirements influence the system partitioning. For the sy
depicted above, the requirements on SNR and SFDR are thus given a ce
margin and are transformed into subsystems requirement.

We will now derive the SNR requirements of each subsystem, measured
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the system in Figure 3.1. Eventually, we are interested in SNR, measure
the output of the system when applying the suitable test signals at the in
The SNR is defined as in Equation(3.1), requires calculation of average si
power.

(3.1)

The average power of a deterministic signalx(n) is defined as

(3.2)

In the system, we had considered or used single stationary sinusoidal i
signalx(n) = A sin(ω input_signalTn). For such a signal the power becomes

(3.3)

The average power of the noise can be calculated from the power spe
density. The average power of the noise signale(n)can be calculated by inte-
grating the power spectral density (PSD) according to

(3.4)

whereRnoise(e
jωt) is the power spectral density.

For the system depicted in Figure 3.1, the following noise sources are
sidered:

• Quantization noise due to the quantization of the input signalx(n)

• Quantization noise generated inside the interpolation filter

• Quantization of the input signal to the DAC.

In order to efficiently determine the SNR degradation that each sub-block
use the following approach.We determine the SNR degradation of each
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Pnoise
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block of the system given in Figure 3.1 when the input signal is a station
sinusoidal signal according to thex(n) = Asin(ωinput_signalT.n) with (0 < ω <
ω0) with an average powerPx = A2/2. The input signal x(n) is presented with
a finite number of bits, resulting in round-off noise ex(n) at the input. The
round-off noise is modelled as an un-correlated zero-mean stationary pro
with a power spectral density given by

(3.5)

The noise power is given by

(3.6)

The initial SNR is then given by

(3.7)

The input signal is first upsampled.The resulting up-sampled signalxinterpo-

lated (m) is given by

(3.8)

and has an average power that is reduced byL, i.e.,Pinterpolate= Pinput /L. The
reduction in power can be explained by the fact that up-sampling compre
the spectrum byL and a factor of1/L emerges due to the properties of th
delta function sinceδ(ωΤ) = (1/L)δ(ωΤ/L). Τhe magnitude response of an up
sampled signal is shown in Fig.Αfter up-sampling, the frequency region
|ωΤ1| <= π containsL sinusoidals, each having an average power given byA2/
2L2). For example, withL = 3, the sinusoidal signals are situated atωT1 =
ωinputsignalT1 andωT1 = 2π/L +- ωT1. This is illustrated in Figure 3.2.The
total power of the interpolated signalxinterpolate(m) is thenA2/2L, i.e., reduced
by L compared with the input signal power. Only one sinusoidal signa
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y is
ary

n is
present in the frequency region| ωT1 | = ω0T1/L, and its signal power is given
by A2/(2L2).

Figure 3.2 Magnitude response of an up-sampled signal

The interpolation results in a cyclo-stationary noise unless a random dela
introduced, by which the resulting noise after up-sampling will be station
with properties is depicted in Figure 3.3 and is given by Equation(3.9)

Figure 3.3 Noise model for interpolation with a random delay.

(3.9)

The average auto-correlation function is given as

(3.10)

The average power spectral density of the total noise after interpolatio
given by

(3.11)
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The noise power in|ωΤ1| <= π/L. (corresponding to |ωT| <= π) after upsam-
pling is given by

(3.12)

The SNR is then given by the equation

(3.13)

Figure 3.4 Principle of interpolation filtering

The principal of interpolation followed by digital filtering is basically used
increase the sampling frequency without aliasing (errors), all compone
other than those centred atωT1 = 0 andωT1 = 2π is removed by the interpo-
lation filter. The principle of interpolation filtering is illustrated in Figure 3.4
The interpolation filterG1(z) removes the aliased and undesired part of t
spectrum after up-sampling and has a pass-band gain equal toL. Ideally, out
of L sinuosity signals in| ωT1 | <= π only those in| ωT1 | <= ω0T/L
remains. The out-of-band signals are non-zero but their sizes can be con
led by the interpolation filter stop-band attenuation. The magnitude respo
after interpolation is shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5 Magnitude response after interpolation by L.
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The total average power of the remaining (desired) sinusoidal signals is g
by

(3.14)

while the undesired sinusoidal signals are having a power which is given

(3.15)

The noise power after interpolation filter consists of three parts

• Filtered noise coming from the previous stage.

• The noise generated by the digital filter which is round-off-noise whi
occurs when doing truncation and rounding the data.

• The third noise source is the error caused by truncation of the input to
DAC

If we assume that the data is rounded toWG1bits, the corresponding noise ca
be modelled as un-correlated with zero mean and variance given by

(3.16)

The third noise source is the error caused by the truncation of the input to
DAC. Since, the DAC only performs pulse amplitude modulation on the in
data represented with the finite number of bits,WDAC, the input data is inevi-
tably truncated or rounded.

The interpolation filter considered is a linear phase FIR filter. Such filters
always implemented without recursive loops and therefore in principle rou
ing and truncation is not neccessary. However, it is common to round or t
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cate data in order to reduce the hardware complexity since the data w
length grows large as the filter order increases. The Figure 3.6 depicts
interpolation filter, which is direct form linear-phase FIR filter is being co
sidered in the design.

Figure 3.6 Direct form linear-phase FIR filter structure.

The next subsystem in our system is the noise shaper. As mentioned in
second chapter, the noise shaper is used to increase the dynamic range
D/A converter without increasing the number of bits. If one can use la
over-sampling ratio then 1-bit DAC can be used.The 1-bit DAC will show
large dynamic range and have a very low distortion without needing accu
element.

The average power spectral density after the noise shaper is given by

(3.17)

The noise power after delta-sigma modulation is given by

(3.18)
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Also the power of the signal before the noise shaper is given by the follow
equation

(3.19)

After solving Equation (3.19), i.e. putting the values ofRNoiseShaperand Noise
Transfer Function|NTF(ejωΤ )| from the Equation (3.1), we can determin
noise power and signal power and hence calculate SNR value after n
shaper.

After shaping the noise of the signal, the next subsystem in the syste
PAM. The resulting signalx(t) after the pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM) i
given by

(3.20)

wherep(t) is the modulation pulse. For practical digital-to-analog conversi
p(t) is given by

(3.21)

In the frequency domain, the Fourier transform ofx(t) is given by

(3.22)

whereP(jω) is the Fourier transform ofp(t) and is given by

(3.23)

It is the frequency response of the pulse in Equation (3.23) which is respo
ble for the sinc-weighting of the DAC. The principle of pulse-amplitude mo
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ulation is shown in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7 Principle of pulse-amplitude modulation.

The sinc-weighting according to Equation (3.22) and (3.23) decreases
signal amplitude in the frequency band of interest and the decrease is la
at the pass-band edge. The frequency response of the pulse is equal to
whensin(ωT1/2) = 0.This implies thatω will be equal tok2π/L for k>0.

The spectrum of the interpolated signal, shown in Figure 3.5, contains rep
tions for all angular frequencies which results in infinitely many repetitions
the spectrum ofx(t), which is shown in Figure 3.7. Since the spectrum ma
nitude of the pulse decreases as, the repetition fork = 1 will be the largest
unwanted copy.

The Power of the signal after the PAM will be given by

(3.24)

The power spectral density will be given by

(3.25)

The noise power after the DAC is given by
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(3.26)

The SNR value after pulse amplitude modulation can be calculated by
Equation (3.1) by substituting the values of signal power and noise po
given by Equation (3.24) and Equation (3.25) respectively. The pulse am
tude modulated stochastic process is filtered through the reconstruction
HReconstruction(ejωT). In order to band-limit the spectrum before a possib
transmission over a radio channel and to reconstruct the sampled signax(n)
as good as desired, an analog reconstruction filter,HReconstruction(ejωT), is
required after the DAC. The reconstruction filtering ofHReconstruction(ejωT) is
illustrated in Figure 3.8. The purpose of the reconstruction filtering is
remove the undesired repetitions of the spectrum according tosin(ωT1/2) = 0,
starting at. Therefore, the stopband edge ofHReconstruction(ejωT) is located at
the minimum frequency of such an aliasing term and the passband edge a
edge of the frequency-band of interest, i.e., the passband and stopband
of the Reconstruction filter are given byk =1. Therefore, the stopband edg
of HReconstruction(ejωT) is located at the minimum frequency of such an aliasi
term and the passband edge at the edge of the frequency-band of interes
the passband and stopband edges of theH1(s) are given by Equation (3.27)
and (3.28) respectively.

Figure 3.8 Principle of reconstruction filtering

(3.27)
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It is important to specify the required maximum passband and minim
required stopband attenuation of the reconstruction filter. In the passband
much attenuation degrades the signal power, which will degrade the sig
to-noise ratio. A very small variation results in a high filter order. The var
tion can be compensated with pre-distortion of the data by the interpola
filter.

It is worth noting that the sizes of all aliasing components between the p
band and stopband edges can be controlled by the interpolation filter
therefore, no attempt to remove it using the reconstruction filter should
made, since this would increase the required filter order quite rapidly. A c
tain amount of attenuation of the aliasing components between the pass
and stopband edges does occur by the reconstruction filter due to its atte
tion in the transition region. From Figure 3.8, one can also note that the t
sition bandwidth of the reconstruction filter, which is one of the ma
parameters that determines the required filter order, increases linearly wiL.
IncreasingL thereby decreases the order of the analog filter.

Let us now try to derive the equations for the power spectral density of
noise,noise power and signal power in order to calculate SNR after rec
struction filtering.

The signal power can be given by

(3.29)

The noise power is given by
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den-

tion
by
(3.30)

The noise power can be calculate by integrating the noise power spectral
sity over [-π ,π].  Τhis is shown by the below mentioned equation

(3.31)

The SNR value can be calculated by using the equation given by Equa
(3.1) by substituting the values of signal power and noise power given
Equation (3.28) and Equation (3.30).
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4
HIGH-LEVEL SIMULATION

This section discusses the high-level simulations of the above-mentio
System. The purpose of these simulations is to have to an estimate abou
achievable performance and also about the design requirements of the
tem, before starting the actual CMOS design. These simulations are
formed in MATLAB. The system is first simulated using Matlab using th
system being derived in the previous chapters in order to determine the
of each subsystem.

We had used 5-bit and 8-bit 1st and 2nd order noise shapers for our simula
tions.

The below depicted table gives the input SNR for respective number of b

Also one can see that there will be no change due to upsampling as it is b
mathematically shown in previous chapters.

The interpolation filter.

Wx(# of bits) 10 11 12 13 14 16 18

SNR_Input(dB) 61.97 67.88 74 80 86 98 110
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The above tables gives the SNR after digital filtering followed by noise sh
ing, followed by analog filtering.The digital filter considered is an ideal filt
where the noise generated by the filter is not considered.

Table 4.1. SNR of the system with NOB=10 with second-order 5-bit noise shap

OSR
SNR digital

filtering
SNR noise
shaping

SNR analog
filtering

2 61.9725 37.3261 37.7743

4 61.9817 51.2720 51.3409

8 61.9865 62.3709 61.0369

16 61.9865 62.4228 62.3374

32 61.9865 62.4228 62.3879

64 61.9865 62.4228 62.3890

128 61.9865 62.4228  62.4248

256 61.9865 62.4228  62.4248

Table 4.2. SNR of the system with NOB=10 with second-order 8-bit noise shap

OSR
SNR digital

filtering
SNR noise
shaping

SNR analog
filtering

2 61.9725 54.6146 55.0150

4 61.9817  61.6771 61.6939

8 61.9865 62.3976 62.4476

16 61.9865  62.4238 62.3903

32 61.9865 62.4245 62.3896

64 61.9865 62.4244 62.3891

128 61.9865 62.4246 62.4248

256 61.9865 62.4245 62.4246
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The above tables gives the SNR after digital filtering followed by noise sh
ing, followed by analog filtering.The digital filter considered is an ideal filt
where the noise generated by the filter is not considered.

Table 4.3. SNR of the system with NOB=14 with second-order 5-bit noise shap

OSR
SNR digital

filtering
SNR noise
shaping

SNR analog
filtering

2 86.0548 37.3395 37.7887

4 86.0641 51.6170 51.6911

8 86.0661 66.4314  66.4951

16 86.0689 80.2915 80.2534

32 86.0708 86.0939 86.0581

64 86.0724 86.4933 86.4579

128 86.0739 86.5065 86.5067

256 86.0753 86.5069 86.5070

Table 4.4. SNR of the system with NOB=14 with second-order 8-bit Noise shap

OSR
SNR digital

filtering
SNR noise
shaping

SNR analog
filtering

2 86.0548 55.3980 55.8469

4 86.0641 69.5910 69.6637

8 86.0661 82.4003 82.4587

16 86.0689 86.2962 86.2625

32 86.0708 86.5002 86.4652

64 86.0724 86.5066 86.4713

128 86.0739 86.5069 86.5071

256 86.0753  86.5069 86.5070
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The above tables gives the SNR after digital filtering followed by noise sh
ing, followed by analog filtering.The digital filter considered is an ideal filt
where the noise generated by the filter is not considered.

Table 4.5. SNR of the system with NOB=16 with second-order 5-bit noise shap

OSR
SNR digital

filtering
SNR noise
shaping

SNR analog
filtering

2 98.0959 37.3396 37.7887

4 98.1053 51.6184 51.6924

8 98.1073 66.4717 66.5354

16 98.1101 81.3933 81.3539

32 98.1120 94.4047 94.3640

64 98.1136 98.3364 98.3006

128 98.1151 98.5414 98.5416

256 98.1164 98.5479 98.5480

Table 4.6. SNR of the system with NOB=16 with second-order 8-bit noise shap

OSR
SNR digital

filtering
SNR noise
shaping

SNR analog
filtering

2 98.0959 55.8503 55.8506

4 98.1053 69.7486 69.7485

8 98.1073 84.4303 84.4303

16  98.1101 96.0054 95.9692

32 98.1120 98.4412 98.4060

64 98.1136 98.5446 98.5093

128 98.1151 98.5481 98.5482

256 98.1164 98.5481 98.5482
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The above tables gives the SNR after digital filtering followed by noise sh
ing, followed by analog filtering.The digital filter considered is an ideal filt
where the noise generated by the filter is not considered.

Table 4.7. SNR of the system with NOB=20 with second-order 5-bit noise shap

OSR
SNR  digital

filtering
SNR  noise

shaping
SNR analog

filtering

2 122.1991 37.3396 37.7887

4 122.1877 51.6184 51.6925

8 122.1896 66.4743 66.5381

16 122.1925 81.4774 81.4379

32 122.1943 96.5065 96.4623

64 122.1959 111.2382 111.1935

128 122.1974 121.1711 121.1688

256 122.1988 122.5766 122.5767

Table 4.8. SNR of the system with NOB=20 with second-order 8-bit noise shap

OSR
SNR  digital

filtering
SNR  noise

shaping
SNR analog

filtering

2 122.1991 55.8505 55.8505

4 122.1877 69.6802 69.7543

8  122.1896 84.5355 84.5993

16 122.1925 99.5183 99.4788

32 122.1943 113.9470 113.9040

64 122.1959 121.8398 121.8028

128 122.1974 122.6035 122.6037

256 122.1988 122.6296 122.6298
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pola-

tion
Figure 4.1: Simulated magnitude response of each stage in a multistage inter
tion filter.

The above Figure 4.1 shows the interpolated filter response with interpola
factors 1,2,4 and 8.
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Figure 4.2: Simulated total magnitude resp. of the multistage interpolation filt

The above depicted Figure 10.1 and Figure 10.2 shows the simulated m
tude responses of the interpolation filter. The multistage approach is to re
an overall high order filter using low order filters.The advantage of t
approach is that since low order filters are less complex.
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al
Figure 4.3: First order 5-bit modulator with different number of bits with an ide
digital filter, ie. without any noise generated by digital filter.

Table 4.9. 5-bit noise shaper with first order modulator.

NOB OSR=2 OSR=4 OSR=8 OSR=1
6

OSR=3
2

OSR=6
4

OSR=1
28

OSR=2
56

10 37.52 46.13 54.43 60.21 62.07 62.37 62.41 62.42

12 37.52 46.13 55.13 63.80 70.78 73.79 74.37 74.45

14 37.52 46.13 55.18 64.16 73.02 80.86 85.25 86.32

26 37.52 46.13 55.18 64.19 73.20 82.14 90.53 96.33

18 37.52 46.13 55.18 64.19 73.20 82.24 91.23 99.92

20 37.52 46.13 55.18 64.19 73.20 82.25 91.27 100.2
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Figure 4.4: Second order 5-bit modulator with different number of bits with an
ideal digital filter, ie. without any noise generated by digital filter.

Table 4.10. 5-bit noise shaper with second order modulator.

NOB OSR=2 OSR=4 OSR=8 OSR=1
6

OSR=3
2

OSR=6
4

OSR=1
28

OSR=2
56

10 54.77 60.25 62.07 62.37 62.41 62.42 62.42 62.42

12 55.53 63.89 70.80 73.79 74.37 74.45 74.46 74.46

14 55.58 64.27 73.04 80.87 85.25 86.32 86.48 86.50

16 55.58 64.29 73.23 82.15 90.53 96.33 98.20 98.50

18 55.58 64.29 73.23 82.15 91.23 99.92 106.9 109.9

20 55.58 64.29 73.23 82.15 91.27 100.3 109.1 116.9
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Figure 4.5: First order 8-bit modulator with different number of bits.

Table 4.11. 8-bit noise shaper with first order modulator.

NOB OSR=2 OSR=4 OSR=8 OSR=1
6

OSR=3
2

OSR=6
4

OSR=1
28

OSR=2
56

10 54.77 60.25 62.07 62.37 62.41 62.42 62.42 62.42

12 55.53 63.89 70.80 73.79 74.37 74.45 74.46 74.46

14 55.59 64.27 73.04 80.87 85.25 86.32 86.48 86.50

16 55.59 64.27 73.23 82.15 90.53 96.33 98.20 98.50

18 55.59 64.27 73.23 82.15 91.23 99.92 106.9 109.9

20 55.59 64.27 73.23 82.15 91.23 100.2 109.1 116.9
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Figure 4.6: Second order 8-bit modulator with different number of bit with an
ideal digital filter, ie. without any noise generated by digital filter.

Table 4.12. 8-bit noise shaper with second order modulator.

NOB OSR=2 OSR=4 OSR=8 OSR=1
6

OSR=3
2

OSR=6
4

OSR=1
28

OSR=2
56

10 54.61 61.67 62.39 62.42 62.42 62.42 62.42 62.42

12 55.34 68.43 74.05 74.45 74.46 74.46 74.46 74.46

14 55.39 69.59 82.40 86.29 86.50 86.50 86.50 86.50

16 55.40 69.67 84.36 96.01 98.44 98.54 98.50 98.54

18 55.40 69.67 84.52 99.21 109.1 110.5 110.5 110.5

20 55.40 69.68 84.53 99.21 113.9 121.8 122.6 122.6
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Figure 4.7:  SNR after interpolation filter with input Wx = 12 and filter word-
length = 12 and 20 respectively.

Table 4.13. SNR after digital filter with 12,14 and 20 filter wordlength.

NOB NOB
filter OSR=2 OSR=4 OSR=8 OSR=1

6
OSR=3

2
OSR=6

4
OSR=1

28
OSR=2

56

12 12 62.84 62.35 61.88 61.44 61.04 60.66 60.31 59.99

12 16 63.15 62.63 62.12 61.66 61.24 60.85 60.48 59.19

12 20 63.15 62.63 62.12 61.66 61.24 60.85 60.49 60.15

16 12 86.93 86.44 85.96 85.52 85.12 84.74 84.40 84.23

16 16 86.93 86.44 85.96 85.52 85.12 84.74 84.40 84.23

16 20 87.24 86.71 86.21 85.74 85.32 84.93 84.57 84.23

20 12 110.9 109.5 109.0 108.6 189.2 108.8 108.4 107.1

20 16 111.0 110.5 110.0 109.6 109.2 108.8 108.4 108.1

20 20 111.0 110.5 110.0 109.6 109.2 108.8 108.4 108.1

12 12 62.84 62.35 61.88 61.44 61.04 60.66 60.31 59.99
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Table 4.14. SNR values with filter noise considered.

NOB in
digital-filter

OSR
SNR after

digital filter

SNR after
Noise

shaper

SNR after
analogl
filter

12 2 63.1595 37.3282 37.7146

16 2 87.2406 37.3395 37.7266

20 2 111.014 37.3396 37.7267

12 4 62.6345 51.2877 51.4216

16 4 86.7158 51.6171 51.7558

20 4 110.5234 51.6184 51.7572

12 8 62.1291 60.7693 60.7435

16 8 86.2106 66.4284 66.4077

20 8 110.0474 66.4742 66.4535

12 16 61.6640 61.6189 61.5853

16 16 85.7455 80.0969 80.0591

20 16 109.6068 81.4711 81.4316

12 32 61.2435 61.2423 61.2429

16 32 85.3251 85.0070 85.0071

20 32 109.2063 96.2893 96.2826

12 64 60.8513  60.8512 60.8515

16 64 84.9329 84.9235 84.9238

20 64 108.8311 106.9762 106.9735

12 128 60.4904 60.4904  60.4906

16 128 84.572 84.5719 84.5721

20 128 108.4847 108.4185 108.4185

12 256 60.1571 60.1571 60.1572

16 256 84.2388 84.2388 84.2390

20 256 108.1637 108.1618 108.1620
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ol-
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ally
Figure 4.8: SNR after each sub-system i.e., interpolation filter,noise shaper f
lowed by analog filter with data word-length = 20 and filter wordlength = 12,14 a
20 respectively.

From the above results we conclude that the increase in OSR will eventu
decrease the SNR, which is due to the noise generated by the filter.
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TRADE-OFF/CONCLUSION

As demonstrated in the previous chapters, i.e, High-level system simula
of a first order 5-bit and 8-bit noise shapers and second order 5-bit and
noise shapers can reach a Signal-to-Noise ratio and dynamic range si
cantly. We conclude that:

• SNR input resolution is bounded by noise shaper and filter degradati

• The order of the digital filter increases with the increase in the OSR.

• The SNR after digital filter can be improved by increasing the data wo
length of the filter.

• Also, increasing the stopband ripple of the digital filter increases
SNR.

• The order of the digital filter increases with the increase in OSR.

• The order of the analog filter decreases with increase in OSR.

There is a significant increase in the SNR after first order and second o
noise shaper as the noise is reduced in the low frequency band.

• Doubling the OSR gives an improvement for a first order modulator
9dB or equivalently a gain of 1.5 bits/octave.

• Doubling the OSR gives an improvement for a second order modulato
9dB or equivalently a gain of 2.5 bits/octave.
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APPENDIX

A.1 INTRODUCTION

In these appendices we present some of the derivations of the expressio
mainly Chapter 2 and 3. In Appendix A, we present the derivation in the g
by using noise shaping.Also we present the Matlab code for the entire de
of the system including Interpolation filter (Digital Filtering), noise shap
followed by Pulse amplitude modulation and Reconstruction filtering (ana
filtering) in Appendix B.

A.2 GAIN IN RESOLUTION USING INTERPOLATION

The interpolation process “compresses” the signal spectrum and the s
and quantization noise power is kept constant within the frequency ra
from DC to fN. The quantization noise is determined by the resolution at
input of the interpolator, hence the data word length. However, now we
utilize the extra frequency range that we gained from the interpolation.
have that the resolution of the input to the interpolator is N bits. The S
within the Nyquist range for both the input and output of the interpolator
given by

 dB (A.1)SNR 6.02 N⋅ 1.76+=
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One can use a DAC with a lower nominal resolution, i.e., we throw aw
N-M LSBs. Thereby the signal becomes truncated and there will be a hig
quantization/truncation noise compared to the original N-bit resolution. T
“new” noise is spread evenly throughout – if it is not too small so that corre
tion and distortion occur – the frequency range from DC up tofO,N. As long as
we can guarantee that the “new” noise power within the original Nyqu
band,fN, is lower than the “old” noise power we do not loose in performanc
The truncation in combination with an ideal LP filter, will function as a pul
amplitude modulation (PAM) of the signal. Consider the definition of SN
for theM-bit DAC.

(A.2)

Where is the noise power spectral density. If we assume an ideal LP fi
with cut-off frequency atfN, we only have to consider the SNR within this fre
quency range, which is expressed by the first term in Equation (2.24). He
we have

(A.3)

From Equation (1.3) we can draw the intuitive conclusion that the n
rower signal bandwidth compared to the update frequency (higher OSR)
higher SNR. Equation (1.3) can be written as

(A.4)

or

SNRM 10 10
Ps

Sq
M( ) f( ) f O N,⋅

------------------------------------------log⋅ 10 10
Ps

Sq
M( ) f( ) f N⋅

-----------------------------------
f N

f O N,
---------------⋅

 
 
 

log⋅ …= = =

… 10 10
Ps

Sq
M( ) f( ) f N⋅

-----------------------------------log⋅ 10 10
f N

f O N,
---------------log⋅– …= =

… 10 10
Ps

Sq
M( ) f( ) f N⋅

-----------------------------------log⋅ 10 10 OSR( )dBlog⋅–=

SNR SNRM 10 10OSRlog⋅+=

6.02 M⋅ 1.76 10 10OSRlog⋅+ + 6.02 N⋅ 1.76+>
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If, for example, OSR = 16, we have an approximate attenuation of o
0.1 dB.

It becomes obvious from the previous discussion that a high OSR
good approach to reach high performance. The advantages are that we
relax the analog image-rejection filters significantly, we may use a DAC w
a lower nominal resolution, and the sinc attenuation of the signal is low
Notice that the linearity of the DAC must still meet the overall resolutio
requirement specification.

The disadvantages with oversampling are that there is an increased
plexity of digital circuits and the clock frequency, chip area, and power c
sumption is increased. However, since the analog filter has a lower orde
will consume less power and occupy less chip area.

A.3 RESOLUTION IMPROVEMENT THROUGH NOISE
SHAPING

We find that we can gain in performance by increasing the update freque
in a D/A converter. In dB, this gain is in the order of10 log10(OSR)where
OSR is the oversampling ratio. Some of the LSB’s are thrown away and
increased truncation noise is spread throughout the frequency domain. I
frequency range is large enough to suppress the noise PSD within the s
band to the desired level, we can reach a higher performance by usi
lower-bit DAC. The resulting signal is a version of pulse code modulatio
hence we represent a certain amplitude level by the average of several a
tude levels. To reach very high resolution the OSR needs to be extremely
and instead we prefer to use noise shaping where the truncated signal (o
truncation error) is fed back in a filtering loop rather than “thrown away
This is done by a modulator and we assume that for anLth order modulator
the ideal noise transfer function (NTF) is given by

(A.6)

Asinc f N( ) 10– 10 c
π f N
f O u,
--------------sin

2
log⋅ 20– 10 c

π 2⁄
OSR
-----------sinlog⋅= =

NTF z( ) 1 z 1––( )L=
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where‘L’ also is the order of the filtering function. In reality, we woul
require additional zeros and poles that are not placed on the unity circle
higher-order modulators for stability. The quantization noise power with
the signal frequency band, from 0 toπ/ΟSR, can be found by investigating the
magnitude function on the unity circle. We have.

. (A.7)

Using Equation(1.6) and Equation(1.7) gives that

. (A.8)

From trigonometric formulas we know that

. (A.9)

This can be applied to Equation(8.3) where we let

(A.10)
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π
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The Equation(1.6) in can be written as an iterative function where L is
sequence index. We get

(A.11)

or

. (A.12)

With  we get

. (A.13)

This allows us to derive the noise power for a certain modulator or
using the known noise power for a modulator of lower order.
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VII
B
APPENDIX

1 warning off;
2 result_int=[];
3 result_ns=[];
4 result_rec=[];
5
6 for ppp = 0:5
7 for qqq = 1:8;
8 for rrr = [10 ,11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 20]
9
10 L=2^qqq;
11 Wx=10+ppp*2;
12 L=8;
13 Wx=12;
14 k=80e6;
15 T=1/k;
16 T1=T/L;
17 A=1;
18
19 WDAC=5;
20 Wg1=20                 %NOB Data og g1 --->rounding of results of the multiplication.
21 Wg1c=20               %NOB coefficents og g1
22 dcG1=0.01;            %passband ripples  --->-40db
23 dsG1=0.001;           %stopband ripples  --->-68db
24 Wns=5;
25
26 P_signal=A^2/2;
27 sigma_signal=(2^(-2*(Wx-1))/12);
28 R_e_signal=sigma_signal;
29 P_e_signal=R_e_signal;
30
31 SNR_in= 10 * log10(P_signal/P_e_signal)
32 %------------------------Upsampling------------------------------------
33 P_x_upsamp=A^2/(2*L);
34 R_e_upsamp=R_e_signal/L;
35 P_e_signal=R_e_upsamp;
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35 SNR_upsamp=10 * log10(P_x_upsamp/P_e_signal);
36
37 %------------------ Interpolation Filter Section-----------------------%
38
39 w0=0.9*pi/T;                                                   %useful signal bandwidth
40 Wsin=0.4*w0;                                                  %input sine frequency  NOTE: (0<wsin<w0)
41 wcG1T1=w0*T/L;                                           %interpolation filter passband edge
42 wsG1T1=2*pi/L - w0*T/L;                               %interpolation filter stopband edge
43 dcG1=0.001;                                                    %passband ripples  --->-40db
44 dsG1=0.04;                                                      %stopband ripples  --->-68db
45
46 [n1,f1,f2,f3] = remezord([wcG1T1,wsG1T1],[L,0],[dcG1 dsG1/L], 2*pi);
47
48 g1=remez(n1+4,f1,f2,f3);
49 w=linspace(1e-19,10*w0,5000);
50 G1=freqz(g1,1,w*T1);
51
52 if mod(n1,2)==0                                                %calculating number of multiplers
53     M1=(n1/2)+1;
54 else
55     M1=(n1+1)/2;
56 end
57
58 Gsin=freqz(g1,1,[Wsin Wsin]*T1);
59 P_x_interp = abs(Gsin(1).^2)*(A^2)/(2*(L^2));     %signal power
60 sigma_e_upsamp=(1/12)*(2^(-2*(Wx-1)));    %(sigma_e_upsamp)input quantization noise power
61 sigma_e_flt=(1/12)*(2^(-2*(Wg1-1)))*(1-2^(-2*(Wg1c-1)));
62 %--(sigma_e_filter) pow of quantization noise inside filter
63 sigma_e_flt=0;
64 P_e_interp=(T1/pi)*quadl(’PSD_R_e_interp’,1e-12,pi/
T1,[],[],g1,T1,sigma_e_upsamp,L,sigma_e_flt,M1,WDAC);
65 P_sb=(T1/pi)*quadl(’PSD_R_e_interp’,wsG1T1/T1,pi/
T1,[],[],g1,T1,sigma_e_upsamp,L,sigma_e_flt,M1,WDAC);
66
67 SNR_a_interp=10*log10(P_x_interp/P_e_interp)   %SNR after interpolation
68 %---------------Noise Shaper ----------------------------------------------
69 P_x_noise_shape = abs(Gsin(1).^2)*(A^2)/(2*(L^2));
70 Q=(2^(-1*(Wns-1)));
71 OSR=L;
72
73 P_e_NS=(T1/pi)*quadl(’PSD_R_e_NS’,1e-12,pi/
T1,[],[],g1,T1,OSR,Q,sigma_e_upsamp,sigma_e_flt,M1);
74
75 P_e_NS=(T1/pi)*quadl(’PSD_R_e_NS_2_order’,1e-
12,w0,[],[],g1,T1,OSR,Q,sigma_e_upsamp,sigma_e_flt,M1);
76 % Use either w0 or pi/T as upper integration limit, depending on if the transition banbd
77 % should be included in the integration or not.
78 SNR_NOISE_SHAPER_1=10*log10(P_x_noise_shape/P_e_NS)
79
80 %-----------Reconstruction Filtering and PAM-------------------------------
81 wcH1=w0;                                      %--passband edge
82 wsH1=2*pi*L/T-w0;                             %--stopband edge
83 dcH1=0.01;
84 dsH1=0.001;
85 AmaxH1=-20*log10(1-dcH1);
86 AminH1=-20*log10(dsH1);
87 sigmaex2=sigma_signal;
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Matlabbox B.1. Main program to calculate SNR of the system.

87 wcH1=w0;                                                                 %--passband edge of reconstruction filter
88 wsH1=2*pi*L/T-w0;                                                   %--stopband edge of reconstruction filte
89 dcH1=0.01;                                                                 %--passband ripples
90 dsH1=0.001;                                                                %--stopband ripples
91 AmaxH1=-20*log10(1-dcH1);
92 AminH1=-20*log10(dsH1);
93 sigmaex2=sigma_signal;
94
95
96 N= cheb1ord(wcH1,wsH1,AmaxH1,AminH1,’s’);           %--Filter Order
97 [Z1,P1,K1]=cheb1ap(N,AmaxH1);                                 %--Normlization zeroes and ploes
98 P1 = P1* wcH1;                                                           %--Denormalization.
99 K1 = K1* wcH1^N;                              %
100 H1 = pz2frs(Z1,P1,K1,w);
101
102 Gsin2 = freqz(g1,1,[Wsin Wsin]*T1).*(T1*exp(-j*[Wsin Wsin]*T1/2).*sin([Wsin Wsin]*T1/2)./(0.5*[Wsin
Wsin]*T1)).*...
103 pz2frs(Z1,P1,K1,[Wsin Wsin]);
104
105 P_x_recons =  abs(Gsin2(1).^2)*(A^2)/(2*(L*T1)^2);
106 P_e_recons=(1/(pi))*quadl(’PSD_R_e_recons’,1e-12,pi/
T,[],[],g1,T1,sigma_e_upsamp,L,Q,sigma_e_flt,M1,P1,K1,Z1,T,WDAC);
107 %P_e_recons=(1/(pi))*quadl(’PSD_R_e_recons_2order’,1e-
12,w0,[],[],g1,T1,sigma_e_upsamp,L,Q,sigma_e_flt,M1,P1,K1,Z1,T,WDAC);
108
109 SNR_RECONSTRUCTION=10*log10(P_x_recons/P_e_recons)
110
111 dlmwrite(’/home/tde/vikpa659/Mixed_signal_matlab_model’,final_result,’\n’)
112 dlmwrite(’/home/tde/vikpa659/Mixed_signal_matlab_modelt’,final_res_bin3,’\n’);
113
114 result_int=[result_int SNR_a_interp];
115 result_ns=[result_ns SNR_NOISE_SHAPER_1];
116 result_rec=[result_rec SNR_RECONSTRUCTION];
117 disp([L Wx SNR_a_interp SNR_NOISE_SHAPER_1 SNR_RECONSTRUCTION])
118
119 end%rrr
120 end % qqq
121 end % ppp
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ter
Matlabbox B.2. Function to calculate power spectral density for interpolation fil

Matlabbox B.3. Function to calculate psd for 1st order modulator.

Matlabbox B.4. Function to calculate psd for 2nd order modulator.

Matlabbox B.5. Function to calculate psd for reconstruction filter using 1st order
modulator.

1 function R_e_interp=PSD_R_e_interp(w,g1,T1,sigma_e_upsamp,L,sigma_e_flt,M,WDAC)
2
3 Rex1ex1 = sigma_e_upsamp/L;
4 R_e_interp = Rex1ex1.*abs(freqz(g1,1,w*T1).^2) + M*sigma_e_flt;
5

1 function R_e_NS=PSD_R_e_NS(w,g1,T1,OSR,Q,sigma_e_upsamp,sigma_e_flt,M1,WDAC)
2 M=M1;
3 NTF = 4*(sin(w*T1/2)).^2;
4 R_e1 =(Q^2)/12;
5 R_e_upsamp = sigma_e_upsamp/OSR;
6 R_e_interp = R_e_upsamp.*abs(freqz(g1,1,w*T1).^2)+M*sigma_e_flt;
7
8 R_e_NS= R_e1*NTF +  R_e_interp; %  + abs(freqz(g1,1,w*T1).^2) * R_e_upsamp;

1 function R_e_NS_2=PSD_R_e_NS_2_order(w,g1,T1,OSR,Q,sigma_e_upsamp,sigma_e_flt,M1)
2
3 M=M1;
4 NTF = 16*(sin(w*T1/2)).^4 ;
5 R_e1 =(Q^2)/12;
6 R_e_upsamp = sigma_e_upsamp/OSR;
7 R_e_interp = R_e_upsamp.*abs(freqz(g1,1,w*T1).^2)+M*sigma_e_flt;
8
9 R_e_NS_2= R_e1*NTF +  R_e_interp; %  + abs(freqz(g1,1,w*T1).^2) * R_e_upsamp;

1 function y =PSD_R_e_recons(w,g1,T1,sigma_e_upsamp,L,Q,sigma_e_flt,M1,P1,K1,Z1,T,WDAC)
2
3 M=M1;
4 %R_dac =(1/12)*2^(-2*(WDAC-1));
5 R_e_upsamp=sigma_e_upsamp/L;
6 R_e_interp = R_e_upsamp.*abs(freqz(g1,1,w*T1).^2)+M*sigma_e_flt;
7 R_e1 =(Q^2)/12;
8 NTF = 4*(sin(w*T1/2)).^2;
9 R_e_NS= R_e1* NTF +  R_e_interp;
10
11 y = (1/T1)* abs((T1*exp(-j*w*T1/2).*sin(w*T1/2)./(0.5*w*T1))).^2.*...
12        abs(pz2frs(Z1,P1,K1,w)).^2.*R_e_NS;
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Matlabbox B.6. Function to calculate psd for reconstruction filter.

Matlabbox B.7.  Design of interpolation filter.

1 function y =PSD_R_e_recons(w,g1,T1,sigma_e_upsamp,L,Q,sigma_e_flt,M1,P1,K1,Z1,T,WDAC)
2
3 M=M1;
4 R_dac =(1/12)*2^(-2*(WDAC-1));
5 R_e_upsamp=sigma_e_upsamp/L;
6 R_e_interp = R_e_upsamp.*abs(freqz(g1,1,w*T1).^2)+M*sigma_e_flt;
7 R_e1 =(Q^2)/12;
8 NTF_2 =  16*(sin(w*T1/2)).^4 ;
9 R_e_NS= R_e1* NTF +  R_e_interp;
10
11 y = (1/T1)* abs((T1*exp(-j*w*T1/2).*sin(w*T1/2)./(0.5*w*T1))).^2.*...
12        abs(pz2frs(Z1,P1,K1,w)).^2.*R_e_NS;
13

1 function [y] = interp_filter(x,h1)
2 % Filter 1
3
4 % First branch
5 y0c=0;
6 v1=0;v2=0;v3=0;v4=0;v5=0;v6=0;v7=0;v8=0;
7 for k=1:length(x)
8   % readinput
9   input=x(k);
10   % calculate output
11    y0c(k)=0.5*v8;
12   % update memory
13   v8=v7;v7=v6;v6=v5;v5=v4;v4=v3;v3=v2;v2=v1;v1=input;
14 end %for
15
16 % Second branch
17 y1c=0;
18 v1=0;v2=0;v3=0;v4=0;v5=0;v6=0;v7=0;v8=0;
19 v9=0;v10=0;v11=0;v12=0;v13=0;v14=0;v15=0;
20
21 for k=1:length(x)
22   % readinput
23   input=x(k);
24   % calculate output
25     u15=input+v15;
26     u14=v1+v14;
27     u13=v2+v13;
28     u12=v3+v12;
29     u11=v4+v11;
30     u10=v5+v10;
31     u9=v6+v9;
32     u8=v7+v8;
33     y1c(k)=u15*h1(1)+u14*h1(2)+u13*h1(3)+u12*h1(4)+u11*h1(5)+u10*h1(6)+u9*h1(7)+u8*h1(8);
34   % update memory
35   v15=v14;v14=v13;v13=v12;v12=v11;v11=v10;v10=v9;v9=v8;
36   v8=v7;v7=v6;v6=v5;v5=v4;v4=v3;v3=v2;v2=v1;v1=input;
37 end %for
38
39 ytotc=[upsample(y0c,2) 0] + [0 upsample(y1c,2)];
40 y=ytotc;
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Matlabbox B.8. Function for noise shaper.

Matlabbox B.9. Noise shaper design.

1 function[func,g]=design_noise_shaper_fun(v,wTsb,wTpb)
2
3 func=v(1);
4 h=[1 v(2:length(v))];
5 H=freqz(h,1,wTsb);
6
7 Hpb=freqz(h,1,wTpb);
8
9 g1=abs(H)-func;
10 g2=abs(Hpb)-2;
11
12 g=[g1 g2];

1 %% Noise shaper design
2 wcT=0.2*pi;
3 wsT=0.6*pi;
4 N=40;
5 Q=2^(-(8-1));
6 Q=1;
7 h=zeros(1,N);
8 wTsb=linspace(wsT,pi,200);
9 wTpb=linspace(0,wcT,300);
10 wT=linspace(0,pi,1000);
11 %freqz(c,1,wT);
12 a=2;
13 b=2;
14 v = zeros(1,12);
15 for i = 1:length(x)
16     u(1)=a * (x(i) + v(3)) + b * (v(1)+v(2));
17     u(2)=a * (u(1) + v(6)) + b * (v(4)+v(5));
18     u(3)=a * (u(2) + v(9)) + b * (v(7)+v(8));
19     u(4)=a * (u(3) + v(12)) + b * (v(10)+v(11));
20     v(3)= v(2);
21     v(2)= v(1);
22     v(1)= x(i);
23      v(6)= v(5);
24     v(5)= v(4);
25     v(4)= u(1);
26     v(9)= v(8);
27     v(8)= v(7);
28     v(7)= u(2);
29     v(12)= v(11);
30     v(11)= v(10);
31     v(10)= u(3);
32 end
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Matlabbox B.10.  Simulation for ENOB.

1 M = 5;
2 PL = zeros(5,6);
3 ENOB = zeros(5,6);
4
5 for x = 1:5;
6   OSR = 2.^(x + 1);
7   PL(x,1) = pi/OSR;
8   ENOB(x,1) = M - ...
9       log10(PL(x,1))/log10(4);
10
11   for y = 2:6
12     L = y-1;
13     PL(x,y) = (2*L-1)/(2*L)*PL(x,y-1)-...
14 (1/L)*(sin(pi/OSR/2)^(2*L-1))*cos(pi/OSR/2);
15     ENOB(x,y) = M - ...
16 log10(PL(x,y))/log10(4);
17   end;
18 end;
19
20 L = 0:5;
21 OSR = 2.^(2:6);
22 figure(1); clf; m = axes;
23 l = plot(L, ENOB);
24 set(l,’linewidth’,2,’linestyle’,’-’,’color’,’k’);
25
26 for x = 1:5
27   OSR = 2^(x+1);
28   l = text(max(L),  max(ENOB(x,:)), [’OSR = ’, num2str(OSR)]);
29   set(l,’FontSize’,16);
30 end;
31
32 axis([min(L)-1 max(L)+1 5 40]);
33 set(m,’FontSize’,16,...
34     ’YTick’, [6 8 14 24 36 40], ...
35     ’XTick’, L);
36 grid on;
37
38 xlabel(’Modulator order’);
39 ylabel(’Effective number of bits’);
40 title(’Resolution for a 8-bit output modulator of L-th order’);
41
42   zoom on;
43   currentpwd = pwd
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Matlabbox B.11.  Simulation for psd of noise shapers.

Matlabbox B.12.  Noise transfer function simulation.

1 % modulatororders.m
2 omegaT = (0.1:0.001:pi);
3 j = sqrt(-1);
4 NTF1 = 10*log10(abs((1-exp(j*omegaT)).^2));
5 NTF2 = 10*log10(abs((1-exp(j*omegaT)).^4));
6 NTF3 = 10*log10(abs((1-exp(j*omegaT)).^6));
7 figure(1); clf; m = axes;
8 l = semilogx(omegaT/(2*pi),NTF1);
9 set(l,’linewidth’,2,’linestyle’,’-’);
10 hold on;
11 l = semilogx(omegaT/(2*pi),NTF2);
12 set(l,’linewidth’,2,’linestyle’,’:’);
13 l = semilogx(omegaT/(2*pi),NTF3);
14 set(l,’linewidth’,2,’linestyle’,’-.’);
15 hold off;
16 axis([0 0.5 -70 24]);
17 set(m,’FontSize’,16,...
18     ’Ytick’, [0 6 12 18], ...
19     ’XTick’, 1./[32 16 8 4 2 1], ...
20     ’XTickLabel’,1./[32 16 8 4 2 1]);
21 grid on;
22
23 xlabel(’Normalized frequency’);
24 ylabel(’Truncation noise power density [dB]’);
25 title(’Power spectral density of truncation noise’);
26 l = [text(0.35,  6, ’1st’);...
27     text(0.35, 12, ’2nd’); ...
28     text(0.35, 18, ’3rd’);];
29 set(l,’FontSize’,16);
30
31 zoom on;

1 %%NTF Demo
2 m = figure(1);
3 clf;
4 k = axes;
5 freqs = logspace(-3,log10(0.5),100);
6 %freqs = linspace(0.01,0.5,100);
7 vik = semilogx(freqs, 20*log10(abs(1-exp(-j*2*pi*freqs))),’k-’);
8 set(vik,’LineWidth’,2.25);
9 hold on;
10 vik = semilogx(freqs, 20*log10(abs((1-exp(-j*2*pi*freqs)).^2)),’k--’);
11 set(vik,’LineWidth’,2.25);
12 hold on
13 vik = semilogx(freqs, 20*log10(abs((1-exp(-j*2*pi*freqs)).^3)),’-.’);
14 set(vik,’LineWidth’,2.25);
15 set(k,’FontSize’,14);
16 title(’Power Spectral Density of truncation noise’);
17 xlabel(’Normalized Frequency’);
18 ylabel(’Truncation noise power density [dB]’);
19
20 axis([0 0.5 -90 15]);
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Matlabbox B.13. Low pass filter design using polyphase configuration.

1 % Lowpass filter design using polyphase decompistion
2 h=remez(59,[0,0.08,2/10,1],[1,1,0,0]);
3 [H,w]=freqz(h,1,256);
4 figure (1)
5 plot(w/(2*pi),20*log10(abs(H))),title(’Filter characteristic’)
6 xlabel(’Normalized frequency’),ylabel(’Gain, dB’)
7 axis([0,0.5,-100,10])
8 % Input signal
9 n=0:255;
10 x=sin(2*pi*20*n/256);
11 plot(x);
12 [X,w1]=freqz(x,1,512);
13 figure (2)
14 plot(w1/(2*pi),abs(X)/128),title(’Spectrum of input signal’)
15 xlabel(’Normalized frequency’),ylabel(’abs(X)’)
16
17 % Polyphase decomposition
18 h0=h(1:5:length(h));
19 h1=h(2:5:length(h));
20 h2=h(3:5:length(h));
21 h3=h(4:5:length(h));
22 h4=h(5:5:length(h));
23
24 % Polyphase filtering and upsampling
25 x0=5*filter(h0,1,ys);
26 x1=5*filter(h1,1,ys);
27 x2=5*filter(h2,1,ys);
28 x3=5*filter(h3,1,ys);
29 x4=5*filter(h4,1,ys);
30 xx=[x0;x1;x2;x3;x4];
31 xint=xx(:);
32 [Xint,w3]=freqz(xint,1,512);
33 figure(3)
34 plot(w3/(2*pi),abs(Xint)/128);title(’Spectrum of interpolated signal’)
35 xlabel(’Normalized frequency’),ylabel(’abs(Xint)’)
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	33 P_x_upsamp=A^2/(2*L);
	34 R_e_upsamp=R_e_signal/L;
	35 P_e_signal=R_e_upsamp;
	36
	37 %------------------ Interpolation Filter Section-----------------------%
	38
	39 w0=0.9*pi/T; %useful signal bandwidth
	40 Wsin=0.4*w0; %input sine frequency NOTE: (0<wsin<w0)
	41 wcG1T1=w0*T/L; %interpolation filter passband edge
	42 wsG1T1=2*pi/L - w0*T/L; %interpolation filter stopband edge
	43 dcG1=0.001; %passband ripples --->-40db
	44 dsG1=0.04; %stopband ripples --->-68db
	45
	46 [n1,f1,f2,f3] = remezord([wcG1T1,wsG1T1],[L,0],[dcG1 dsG1/L], 2*pi);
	47
	48 g1=remez(n1+4,f1,f2,f3);
	49 w=linspace(1e-19,10*w0,5000);
	50 G1=freqz(g1,1,w*T1);
	51
	52 if mod(n1,2)==0 %calculating number of multiplers
	53 M1=(n1/2)+1;
	54 else
	55 M1=(n1+1)/2;
	56 end
	57
	58 Gsin=freqz(g1,1,[Wsin Wsin]*T1);
	59 P_x_interp = abs(Gsin(1).^2)*(A^2)/(2*(L^2)); %signal power
	60 sigma_e_upsamp=(1/12)*(2^(-2*(Wx-1))); %(sigma_e_upsamp)input quantization noise power
	61 sigma_e_flt=(1/12)*(2^(-2*(Wg1-1)))*(1-2^(-2*(Wg1c-1)));
	62 %--(sigma_e_filter) pow of quantization noise inside filter
	63 sigma_e_flt=0;
	64 P_e_interp=(T1/pi)*quadl(’PSD_R_e_interp’,1e-12,pi/ T1,[],[],g1,T1,sigma_e_upsamp,L,sigma_e_fl...
	65 P_sb=(T1/pi)*quadl(’PSD_R_e_interp’,wsG1T1/T1,pi/ T1,[],[],g1,T1,sigma_e_upsamp,L,sigma_e_flt,...
	66
	67 SNR_a_interp=10*log10(P_x_interp/P_e_interp) %SNR after interpolation
	68 %---------------Noise Shaper ----------------------------------------------
	69 P_x_noise_shape = abs(Gsin(1).^2)*(A^2)/(2*(L^2));
	70 Q=(2^(-1*(Wns-1)));
	71 OSR=L;
	72
	73 P_e_NS=(T1/pi)*quadl(’PSD_R_e_NS’,1e-12,pi/ T1,[],[],g1,T1,OSR,Q,sigma_e_upsamp,sigma_e_flt,M1);
	74
	75 P_e_NS=(T1/pi)*quadl(’PSD_R_e_NS_2_order’,1e- 12,w0,[],[],g1,T1,OSR,Q,sigma_e_upsamp,sigma_e_f...
	76 % Use either w0 or pi/T as upper integration limit, depending on if the transition banbd
	77 % should be included in the integration or not.
	78 SNR_NOISE_SHAPER_1=10*log10(P_x_noise_shape/P_e_NS)
	79
	80 %-----------Reconstruction Filtering and PAM-------------------------------
	81 wcH1=w0; %--passband edge
	82 wsH1=2*pi*L/T-w0; %--stopband edge
	83 dcH1=0.01;
	84 dsH1=0.001;
	85 AmaxH1=-20*log10(1-dcH1);
	86 AminH1=-20*log10(dsH1);
	87 sigmaex2=sigma_signal;
	88 wsH1=2*pi*L/T-w0; %--stopband edge of reconstruction filte
	89 dcH1=0.01; %--passband ripples
	90 dsH1=0.001; %--stopband ripples
	91 AmaxH1=-20*log10(1-dcH1);
	92 AminH1=-20*log10(dsH1);
	93 sigmaex2=sigma_signal;
	94
	95
	96 N= cheb1ord(wcH1,wsH1,AmaxH1,AminH1,’s’); %--Filter Order
	97 [Z1,P1,K1]=cheb1ap(N,AmaxH1); %--Normlization zeroes and ploes
	98 P1 = P1* wcH1; %--Denormalization.
	99 K1 = K1* wcH1^N; %
	100 H1 = pz2frs(Z1,P1,K1,w);
	101
	102 Gsin2 = freqz(g1,1,[Wsin Wsin]*T1).*(T1*exp(-j*[Wsin Wsin]*T1/2).*sin([Wsin Wsin]*T1/2)./(0.5...
	103 pz2frs(Z1,P1,K1,[Wsin Wsin]);
	104
	105 P_x_recons = abs(Gsin2(1).^2)*(A^2)/(2*(L*T1)^2);
	106 P_e_recons=(1/(pi))*quadl(’PSD_R_e_recons’,1e-12,pi/ T,[],[],g1,T1,sigma_e_upsamp,L,Q,sigma_e...
	107 %P_e_recons=(1/(pi))*quadl(’PSD_R_e_recons_2order’,1e- 12,w0,[],[],g1,T1,sigma_e_upsamp,L,Q,s...
	108
	109 SNR_RECONSTRUCTION=10*log10(P_x_recons/P_e_recons)
	110
	111 dlmwrite(’/home/tde/vikpa659/Mixed_signal_matlab_model’,final_result,’\n’)
	112 dlmwrite(’/home/tde/vikpa659/Mixed_signal_matlab_modelt’,final_res_bin3,’\n’);
	113
	114 result_int=[result_int SNR_a_interp];
	115 result_ns=[result_ns SNR_NOISE_SHAPER_1];
	116 result_rec=[result_rec SNR_RECONSTRUCTION];
	117 disp([L Wx SNR_a_interp SNR_NOISE_SHAPER_1 SNR_RECONSTRUCTION])
	118
	119 end%rrr
	120 end % qqq
	121 end % ppp
	1 function R_e_interp=PSD_R_e_interp(w,g1,T1,sigma_e_upsamp,L,sigma_e_flt,M,WDAC)
	2
	3 Rex1ex1 = sigma_e_upsamp/L;
	4 R_e_interp = Rex1ex1.*abs(freqz(g1,1,w*T1).^2) + M*sigma_e_flt;
	5
	1 function R_e_NS=PSD_R_e_NS(w,g1,T1,OSR,Q,sigma_e_upsamp,sigma_e_flt,M1,WDAC)
	2 M=M1;
	3 NTF = 4*(sin(w*T1/2)).^2;
	4 R_e1 =(Q^2)/12;
	5 R_e_upsamp = sigma_e_upsamp/OSR;
	6 R_e_interp = R_e_upsamp.*abs(freqz(g1,1,w*T1).^2)+M*sigma_e_flt;
	7
	8 R_e_NS= R_e1*NTF + R_e_interp; % + abs(freqz(g1,1,w*T1).^2) * R_e_upsamp;
	1 function R_e_NS_2=PSD_R_e_NS_2_order(w,g1,T1,OSR,Q,sigma_e_upsamp,sigma_e_flt,M1)
	2
	3 M=M1;
	4 NTF = 16*(sin(w*T1/2)).^4 ;
	5 R_e1 =(Q^2)/12;
	6 R_e_upsamp = sigma_e_upsamp/OSR;
	7 R_e_interp = R_e_upsamp.*abs(freqz(g1,1,w*T1).^2)+M*sigma_e_flt;
	8
	9 R_e_NS_2= R_e1*NTF + R_e_interp; % + abs(freqz(g1,1,w*T1).^2) * R_e_upsamp;
	1 function y =PSD_R_e_recons(w,g1,T1,sigma_e_upsamp,L,Q,sigma_e_flt,M1,P1,K1,Z1,T,WDAC)
	2
	3 M=M1;
	4 %R_dac =(1/12)*2^(-2*(WDAC-1));
	5 R_e_upsamp=sigma_e_upsamp/L;
	6 R_e_interp = R_e_upsamp.*abs(freqz(g1,1,w*T1).^2)+M*sigma_e_flt;
	7 R_e1 =(Q^2)/12;
	8 NTF = 4*(sin(w*T1/2)).^2;
	9 R_e_NS= R_e1* NTF + R_e_interp;
	10
	11 y = (1/T1)* abs((T1*exp(-j*w*T1/2).*sin(w*T1/2)./(0.5*w*T1))).^2.*...
	12 abs(pz2frs(Z1,P1,K1,w)).^2.*R_e_NS;
	1 function y =PSD_R_e_recons(w,g1,T1,sigma_e_upsamp,L,Q,sigma_e_flt,M1,P1,K1,Z1,T,WDAC)
	2
	3 M=M1;
	4 R_dac =(1/12)*2^(-2*(WDAC-1));
	5 R_e_upsamp=sigma_e_upsamp/L;
	6 R_e_interp = R_e_upsamp.*abs(freqz(g1,1,w*T1).^2)+M*sigma_e_flt;
	7 R_e1 =(Q^2)/12;
	8 NTF_2 = 16*(sin(w*T1/2)).^4 ;
	9 R_e_NS= R_e1* NTF + R_e_interp;
	10
	11 y = (1/T1)* abs((T1*exp(-j*w*T1/2).*sin(w*T1/2)./(0.5*w*T1))).^2.*...
	12 abs(pz2frs(Z1,P1,K1,w)).^2.*R_e_NS;
	13
	1 function [y] = interp_filter(x,h1)
	2 % Filter 1
	3
	4 % First branch
	5 y0c=0;
	6 v1=0;v2=0;v3=0;v4=0;v5=0;v6=0;v7=0;v8=0;
	7 for k=1:length(x)
	8 % readinput
	9 input=x(k);
	10 % calculate output
	11 y0c(k)=0.5*v8;
	12 % update memory
	13 v8=v7;v7=v6;v6=v5;v5=v4;v4=v3;v3=v2;v2=v1;v1=input;
	14 end %for
	15
	16 % Second branch
	17 y1c=0;
	18 v1=0;v2=0;v3=0;v4=0;v5=0;v6=0;v7=0;v8=0;
	19 v9=0;v10=0;v11=0;v12=0;v13=0;v14=0;v15=0;
	20
	21 for k=1:length(x)
	22 % readinput
	23 input=x(k);
	24 % calculate output
	25 u15=input+v15;
	26 u14=v1+v14;
	27 u13=v2+v13;
	28 u12=v3+v12;
	29 u11=v4+v11;
	30 u10=v5+v10;
	31 u9=v6+v9;
	32 u8=v7+v8;
	33 y1c(k)=u15*h1(1)+u14*h1(2)+u13*h1(3)+u12*h1(4)+u11*h1(5)+u10*h1(6)+u9*h1(7)+u8*h1(8);
	34 % update memory
	35 v15=v14;v14=v13;v13=v12;v12=v11;v11=v10;v10=v9;v9=v8;
	36 v8=v7;v7=v6;v6=v5;v5=v4;v4=v3;v3=v2;v2=v1;v1=input;
	37 end %for
	38
	39 ytotc=[upsample(y0c,2) 0] + [0 upsample(y1c,2)];
	40 y=ytotc;
	1 function[func,g]=design_noise_shaper_fun(v,wTsb,wTpb)
	2
	3 func=v(1);
	4 h=[1 v(2:length(v))];
	5 H=freqz(h,1,wTsb);
	6
	7 Hpb=freqz(h,1,wTpb);
	8
	9 g1=abs(H)-func;
	10 g2=abs(Hpb)-2;
	11
	12 g=[g1 g2];
	1 %% Noise shaper design
	2 wcT=0.2*pi;
	3 wsT=0.6*pi;
	4 N=40;
	5 Q=2^(-(8-1));
	6 Q=1;
	7 h=zeros(1,N);
	8 wTsb=linspace(wsT,pi,200);
	9 wTpb=linspace(0,wcT,300);
	10 wT=linspace(0,pi,1000);
	11 %freqz(c,1,wT);
	12 a=2;
	13 b=2;
	14 v = zeros(1,12);
	15 for i = 1:length(x)
	16 u(1)=a * (x(i) + v(3)) + b * (v(1)+v(2));
	17 u(2)=a * (u(1) + v(6)) + b * (v(4)+v(5));
	18 u(3)=a * (u(2) + v(9)) + b * (v(7)+v(8));
	19 u(4)=a * (u(3) + v(12)) + b * (v(10)+v(11));
	20 v(3)= v(2);
	21 v(2)= v(1);
	22 v(1)= x(i);
	23 v(6)= v(5);
	24 v(5)= v(4);
	25 v(4)= u(1);
	26 v(9)= v(8);
	27 v(8)= v(7);
	28 v(7)= u(2);
	29 v(12)= v(11);
	30 v(11)= v(10);
	31 v(10)= u(3);
	32 end
	1 M = 5;
	2 PL = zeros(5,6);
	3 ENOB = zeros(5,6);
	4
	5 for x = 1:5;
	6 OSR = 2.^(x + 1);
	7 PL(x,1) = pi/OSR;
	8 ENOB(x,1) = M - ...
	9 log10(PL(x,1))/log10(4);
	10
	11 for y = 2:6
	12 L = y-1;
	13 PL(x,y) = (2*L-1)/(2*L)*PL(x,y-1)-...
	14 (1/L)*(sin(pi/OSR/2)^(2*L-1))*cos(pi/OSR/2);
	15 ENOB(x,y) = M - ...
	16 log10(PL(x,y))/log10(4);
	17 end;
	18 end;
	19
	20 L = 0:5;
	21 OSR = 2.^(2:6);
	22 figure(1); clf; m = axes;
	23 l = plot(L, ENOB);
	24 set(l,’linewidth’,2,’linestyle’,’-’,’color’,’k’);
	25
	26 for x = 1:5
	27 OSR = 2^(x+1);
	28 l = text(max(L), max(ENOB(x,:)), [’OSR = ’, num2str(OSR)]);
	29 set(l,’FontSize’,16);
	30 end;
	31
	32 axis([min(L)-1 max(L)+1 5 40]);
	33 set(m,’FontSize’,16,...
	34 ’YTick’, [6 8 14 24 36 40], ...
	35 ’XTick’, L);
	36 grid on;
	37
	38 xlabel(’Modulator order’);
	39 ylabel(’Effective number of bits’);
	40 title(’Resolution for a 8-bit output modulator of L-th order’);
	41
	42 zoom on;
	43 currentpwd = pwd
	1 % modulatororders.m
	2 omegaT = (0.1:0.001:pi);
	3 j = sqrt(-1);
	4 NTF1 = 10*log10(abs((1-exp(j*omegaT)).^2));
	5 NTF2 = 10*log10(abs((1-exp(j*omegaT)).^4));
	6 NTF3 = 10*log10(abs((1-exp(j*omegaT)).^6));
	7 figure(1); clf; m = axes;
	8 l = semilogx(omegaT/(2*pi),NTF1);
	9 set(l,’linewidth’,2,’linestyle’,’-’);
	10 hold on;
	11 l = semilogx(omegaT/(2*pi),NTF2);
	12 set(l,’linewidth’,2,’linestyle’,’:’);
	13 l = semilogx(omegaT/(2*pi),NTF3);
	14 set(l,’linewidth’,2,’linestyle’,’-.’);
	15 hold off;
	16 axis([0 0.5 -70 24]);
	17 set(m,’FontSize’,16,...
	18 ’Ytick’, [0 6 12 18], ...
	19 ’XTick’, 1./[32 16 8 4 2 1], ...
	20 ’XTickLabel’,1./[32 16 8 4 2 1]);
	21 grid on;
	22
	23 xlabel(’Normalized frequency’);
	24 ylabel(’Truncation noise power density [dB]’);
	25 title(’Power spectral density of truncation noise’);
	26 l = [text(0.35, 6, ’1st’);...
	27 text(0.35, 12, ’2nd’); ...
	28 text(0.35, 18, ’3rd’);];
	29 set(l,’FontSize’,16);
	30
	31 zoom on;
	1 %%NTF Demo
	2 m = figure(1);
	3 clf;
	4 k = axes;
	5 freqs = logspace(-3,log10(0.5),100);
	6 %freqs = linspace(0.01,0.5,100);
	7 vik = semilogx(freqs, 20*log10(abs(1-exp(-j*2*pi*freqs))),’k-’);
	8 set(vik,’LineWidth’,2.25);
	9 hold on;
	10 vik = semilogx(freqs, 20*log10(abs((1-exp(-j*2*pi*freqs)).^2)),’k--’);
	11 set(vik,’LineWidth’,2.25);
	12 hold on
	13 vik = semilogx(freqs, 20*log10(abs((1-exp(-j*2*pi*freqs)).^3)),’-.’);
	14 set(vik,’LineWidth’,2.25);
	15 set(k,’FontSize’,14);
	16 title(’Power Spectral Density of truncation noise’);
	17 xlabel(’Normalized Frequency’);
	18 ylabel(’Truncation noise power density [dB]’);
	19
	20 axis([0 0.5 -90 15]);
	1 % Lowpass filter design using polyphase decompistion
	2 h=remez(59,[0,0.08,2/10,1],[1,1,0,0]);
	3 [H,w]=freqz(h,1,256);
	4 figure (1)
	5 plot(w/(2*pi),20*log10(abs(H))),title(’Filter characteristic’)
	6 xlabel(’Normalized frequency’),ylabel(’Gain, dB’)
	7 axis([0,0.5,-100,10])
	8 % Input signal
	9 n=0:255;
	10 x=sin(2*pi*20*n/256);
	11 plot(x);
	12 [X,w1]=freqz(x,1,512);
	13 figure (2)
	14 plot(w1/(2*pi),abs(X)/128),title(’Spectrum of input signal’)
	15 xlabel(’Normalized frequency’),ylabel(’abs(X)’)
	16
	17 % Polyphase decomposition
	18 h0=h(1:5:length(h));
	19 h1=h(2:5:length(h));
	20 h2=h(3:5:length(h));
	21 h3=h(4:5:length(h));
	22 h4=h(5:5:length(h));
	23
	24 % Polyphase filtering and upsampling
	25 x0=5*filter(h0,1,ys);
	26 x1=5*filter(h1,1,ys);
	27 x2=5*filter(h2,1,ys);
	28 x3=5*filter(h3,1,ys);
	29 x4=5*filter(h4,1,ys);
	30 xx=[x0;x1;x2;x3;x4];
	31 xint=xx(:);
	32 [Xint,w3]=freqz(xint,1,512);
	33 figure(3)
	34 plot(w3/(2*pi),abs(Xint)/128);title(’Spectrum of interpolated signal’)
	35 xlabel(’Normalized frequency’),ylabel(’abs(Xint)’)
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